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ON DIFFERENT DEFINITIONS OF STRAIN TENSORS IN
GENERAL SHELL THEORIES OF VEKUA-AMOSOV TYPE
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Abstract: Several possible definitions of strains in a general shell theory of I.N. Vekua – A.A. Amosov type are considered.
The higher-order shell model is defined on a two-dimensional manifold within a set of field variables of the first kind
determined by the expansion factors of the spatial vector field of the translation. Two base vector systems are introduced,
the first one so-called concomitant corresponds to the cotangent fibration of the modelling surface while the other is defined
on a surface equidistant to the modelling one. The distortion appears as a two-point tensor referred to both base systems
after covariant differentiation of the translation vector field. Thus, two main definitions of the strain tensor become possible,
the first one referred to the main basis whereas the second to the concomitant one. Some possible simplifications of these
tensors are considered, and the interrelation between the general theory of A.A. Amosov type and the classical ones is shown.
Keywords: hierarchical modeling of shells, dimensional reduction, analytical continuum dynamics, strain tensors, stress
tensors
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Аннотация: Рассмотрены различные возможные определения деформации в общей теории оболочек И.Н. Векуа –
А.А. Амосова. Модель оболочки высшего порядка определена на двумерном многообразии множеством переменных
поля первого рода, определенных коэффициентами разложения пространственного поля вектора перемещения по
некоторой системе функций. Введены две системы базисных векторов, а именно сопутствующий базис в касательном
расслоении многообразия, соответствующего реперной поверхности оболочки, и основной базис, соответствующей
произвольной поверхности, эквидистантной реперной. Введены также двухточечные представления тензора дисторсии в тензорном произведении касательных пространств к реперной и эквидистантной поверхностям, порождаемые
градиентом поля вектора перемещения. Таким образом возникают два определения тензора деформации оболочки как
трехмерного тела, первый из них отнесен к основному базису, тогда как второй – к сопутствующему. Рассмотрены
некоторые упрощенные формы записи тензоров деформации, соответствующие теориям низших порядков, и указано
соответствие между теорией оболочек в форме А.А. Амосова и классическими теориями.
Ключевые слова: иерархические модели оболочек, редукция пространственной размерности, аналитическая
механика континуальных систем, тензоры деформации, тензоры напряжения

INTRODUCTION
The intrinsic kinematics of the classical shell
theory is based on two parameters, the tangent and
bending strains of the modelling surface of a shell
[1, 2]. These quantities were initially defined using
the orthogonal coordinates referred to principal
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curvature lines of the modelling surface [3] while the
modern shell theory is based on the tensor analysis
[4]. Various refined theories of shells use different
strain definitions [5, 6] referred to the orthogonal
coordinates or tensor-based definitions [7–10].
One should note that most of cited works introduce
different strain tensor definitions; several theories
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operates with tensor coefficients with no description
of base systems in details [9, 10]. Indeed, at least
two base vector triads could be used in generalized
shell theories [7, 10–12], the spatial (or main) basis
of an arbitrary curvilinear frame normally attached
to the modelling surface and the concomitant one [7,
11, 12]; the first one generates a set of space tensors
whereas the second one generates surface tensors
[7]. Let us note that more complex models use twopoint tensor definitions [13–15]. Such a situation
leads to different work-conjugated pairs of stress and
strain tensors and different formulation of variational
principles [16] for a shell theory.
This work is a brief systematization of strain and
stress tensor representations in higher-order shell
theories. The two-point spatial distortion tensor [15]
is used as a background; two main formulations
for the spatial strain and four for the stress tensors
allowing one to obtain the surface tensors after
integration over the thickness are introduced. It is
shown that a clear analogy of these quantities and
the tensors used in the nonlinear solid mechanics
appears if a surface equidistant to the base one is
obtained as a result of the imagined motion along
normal, and the spatial, or main, basis could be
interpreted as “acting” one while the concomitant
basis as “initial” one [18]. The appropriate workconjugated tensor pairs are defined, the strain
energy is formulated, and the sets of surface stress
and strain tensors defining a higher-order shell
theory are described. Finally, the interrelation
between the strain tensors in the higher-order theory
[15] and the classical shell theories is shown.
G E O M E T RY O F T H E M O D E L L I N G
SURFACE OF A SHELL
Let us consider a two-dimensional manifold:

ξ α are curvilinear coordinates on S. The tangent
fibration TS can be defined by:

The fibration TS is furnished by the metric a

and the discriminant tensor t = t αβr αr β. The
cotangent fibration T e S is given as

The orientation of the manifold S is defined by the
normal unit vector n:

so that we obtain the normal fibration of S:

The differentiation of rα, n is defined by

		
K I N E M AT I C S O F A D E F O R M I N G
MODELLING SURFACE OF A SHELL
Let us define a vector field us :

						 (1)
here u͞ α correspond to the tangent translation while
w is the deflection of a surface S. Introducing
Nabla operator
we have
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here 2h denotes the shell thickness. We can define
hence an equidistant surface Sζ for any ζ ≠ 0, e.g.
a manifold with the fibrations
Let us consider the deformed surface S':

Thus, we obtain the tangent fibration TS' and
normal one NS' for the deformed surface S':

where k1,2 are principal curvatures of S. Accounting
for, we could obtain [7, 14]
Here εαβ is the surface tangent strain while its
bending strain is defined by the tensor u:
The metric g on TS is defined by (1.18) [7]:

here the second-order terms are neglected as
provided by linear shell theories [2].
GEOMETRY OF THE SHELL AS A THREEDIMENSIONAL BODY

For more details see [14, 15, 17].
PARALLEL SHIFTING TENSORS
One could have two interpretations of parallel shift
tensors. Let us consider a unit tensor I:
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such an interpretation was introduced by I.N. Vekua
in [7]; the left indices of
must be raised and
lowered by the metric tensor g whereas the right
ones – by the metric a [7]:

Since the fibration TV is defined by (1.15) and the
morphism (1.23) of bundles exists, TSζ = TS × Dζ,
we could represent T eV as

thus, the vector field u can be determined as

The Vekua unit tensors (1.19) allow to define
vector fields on the fibrations T eS, Tζ eS:
				

		
On the other hand we have the tensor A(ζ):

Let us note the analogy of A and the position
gradients [18] if the vector rα is interpreted like
“initial basis” and Rα like “acting basis”:

Taking into account (1.20) we have [15]

This tensor provides the linear morphism

SPATIAL KINEMATICS OF A SHELL
Let u(M, ζ, t) be translation vector field:

THREE-DIMENSIONAL
REPRESENTATION OF STRAIN
TENSORS FOR A SHELL
The formulation (1.29) allows one to obtain the
symmetrized tensor, i.e. the strain field:
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the first formulation (1.32) is referred to the basis
rα in TS that depends not on ζ, and

at the same time the second one (1.33) is referred
to the main basis Rα in TSζ :

Let us note that both strain formulations use
the translation components uα, u3 referred to

(1.39) denotes the appropriate scalar product,
thus, p(k), p(m) is a biorthogonal base system.
Let us introduce a subspace HN = {p(k)}k=0...N,

The formula (1.40) approximates the spatial
translation within N + 1 Fourier coefficient

being the vector fields on the Whitney sums of the
cotangent and normal fibration of S.
Let us consider hence the strain tensor e defined
by (1.34). Since this tensor is referred to rα, n,
we could define them within a set of Fourier
coefficients corresponding to (1.38):

The Fourier coefficients e(k) define tensor fields
on the fibration of the manifold S:

DIMENSIONAL REDUCTION
Let H[–1,1] be a Hilbert space, and let us introduce
a base function system on H [15]:
Volume 17, Issue 1, 2021

defined by ĕ αβ, ĕ α3, ĕ 33; this tensor allows to
represent its Fourier coefficients as follows:
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STRESS TENSORS FOR A SHELL
Let us introduce the following stress tensors:

this tensor defines the true stress as the Cauchy
one in the nonlinear mechanics [18];

Accounting for (1.32), (1.34), (1.43)–(1.44), we
obtain the Fourier coefficients for eA:

The tensor e referred to the basis R α, n and defined
by (1.35) cannot be represented by surface tensors
being its Fourier coefficients, but we could define
the “shifted” tensor eS:

the surface tensors e(k)
are determined by
S
		

		
Let us provide the analogy of the basis rα and
the initial basis, as well as the basis Rα and the
acting basis in the nonlinear mechanics (i.e. the
equidistant surface is obtained by motion of base
surface points along normal). Thus, (1.50) is
analogous to the Piola tensor;
		
is analogous to the 2nd Piola stress tensor [18];
		
Finally, let us introduce the tensor t = Aσ:

analogous to the Trefftz-Kappus tensor [18].
Let us note that the tensors (1.48), (1.50), (1.52),
(1.54) could be represented by their Fourier
coefficients being surface tensors:
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STRAIN ENERGY FORMULATION
Accordingly to [16], we have,

STRAINS AND STRAIN ENERGY FOR
THE FIRST-ORDER SHELL THEORY
Let us consider hence the 1st order shell theory as
a particular case of the Nth order:

Let us define a surface strain energy density:

Here the strain energy density W S could be
represented using the equivalent formulations, e.g.
we have the work-conjugated tensor pairs

where D is the reduced distortion tensor [15]:

		
Accounting for (1.42)–(1.47), (1.48)–(1.55) as
well as for (1.38) and (1.39), we obtain

		
The formula (1.63) was used to derive the dynamic
equations in [14] and [15].
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Accordingly to (1.11), (1.13), (1.35), (1.65), we
obtain the following 1st order approximation of
the strain tensor (1.37):

Thus, the reduced strain tensor (1.37) of the 1st
approximation referred to the basis rα, n on the
fibration TS NS is given by the surface strains,
i.e. tangent strain (1.11) and bending strain (1.13)
of the surface as well as the averaged transverse
shear θα, splitting shear
[7] and the normal
transverse ψ.
Let us consider hence the true strain tensor e in
terms of the 1st order approximation; it is given
by the covariant components (1.66), (1.67).
Since this tensor is referred to the basis Rα, n on
the fibration TζeS
NS it does not allow one to
create a set of surface tensors by the integration
over the thickness.
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Let us represent this tensor by the particular sum
of Taylor series with respect to ζ; since we have
the formula for the base vectors Rα:

Use of the Taylor series together with (1.68) gives
the following strain tensor e:

thus, the first-order term obtained by Taylor
expansion gives the reduced bending strain tensor
καβ corresponding to the one used in classical shell
theories (e. g. see [2, 3]).
Let us note that the tangent strain εαβ and the
reduced bending strain καβ definig the tensor eT =
eαβrαrβ are two quantities being unknowns in the
compatibility equations of the classical theory of
thin shells [2]:

that provide the static-geometry analogy [2].
Accounting for (1.62), (1.33) and introducing
averaged shear θα = ϑα + χα, we have hence

we obtain the quantities equivalent to the ones
introduced in [19]. The stresses used in classical
shell theories [2] appears as a result of neglecting
of the value A = √g/a (e.g. see [2]), the similar
assumption was used by I.N.Vekua for the general
theory of thin shallow shells [7]; such a tensor
could be obtained as S = A–1 · σ, therefore we have

On the other hand one could consider the strain
energy (1.62) with the components of the strain
e ij(k) defined by the formula (1.69); this is the
formulation that uses the tangent and bending
strains accordingly to [2]. Thus, we obtain the
124
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following definitions of the tangent force and
bending moment:

here the contravariant components t ij = Aσ ij of
the stress tensor referred to the basis rα, n in the
fibration TS
NS are used contrarily to where
the ones referred to the basis Rα, n in the fibration
Tζ S NS were used. The definition of tangent
forces and couples tensors corresponding to [2]
could be obtained by neglecting the multiplier A.
CONCLUSIONS
One can conclude that several different strain
tensors could be considered. These definitions
are required, in particular, to derive the constraint
equations for extended higher-order shell theories
[20] that appears a result of the translation of
boundary conditions from faces onto a base
surface. The further construction of extended
shell theories without the use of constraint
multiplier could be based on the constraint
equations represented in terms of generalized
strains. Moreover, the statement of the boundary
value problem of the higher-order shell theory
in terms of generalized forces requires the
appropriate compatibility equations such as the
ones proposed in [22] where only the 1st order
shell model was considered; various definitions
of strain tensors generate different formulations
of the two-dimensional compatibility equations.
On the other hand the solution of problems of
coupled dynamics of medium-thickness shells
and surrounding media (e.g. see [23, 24])
require constraint equations corresponding to the
impermeability condition on wetted shell face;
such equation could be also expressed in terms
of strains, thus, an approach similar to [2] where
the strain boundary conditions were defined on
shells’ contours. Finally, the solution of different
static problems [25, 26] could be more efficient
if the stress-based problem statement is used as a
background.
Volume 17, Issue 1, 2021
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